Pathways Committee
August 31, 2016
Attending: Molly Beauchman, Laura Bloomenstein, Justin Brereton, Andrea Riffel, Patti Schlosberg, Jodi
Showler, Joanne Oellers, Mike Davis, Amber Davies-Sloan, Karen Leja

Laura distributed a revised Degree/Certificate flow chart. Suggestions made by committee to add:
definitions of full time, part time; put part time and full time in boxes; use Start not Begin; increase
some of the type sizes. Laura will revise and distribute the chart again in preparation for SLOA day and
make it into a form.
Mike said he’d met with Jerry and Kim and they’re continuing to work on website template. He hopes to
have finished product later today and will email to committee. Committee members discussed adding
transfer options/4 year degree options to site; additional financial aid options; possibly a chat button.
Molly and Patti shared the documents they’ve prepared for SLOA day. Molly has done room
assignments. Committee assigned facilitators for each room. Each room will have a committee
member, Advisor, Gen Ed person, and Dean. Jodi and Andrea will discuss which advisor goes into which
breakout group. Molly is working on packets and Canvas shell with Modules, Areas of Interest, Degree
Requirements, Degree Progression Plans, AZ Transfer Matrix. Faculty will be provided a couple of flow
chart examples. Molly plans to have all data up on Canvas site by Sept. 9 and packets prepared by Sept.
12. Molly will need help putting together packet materials; this can be finalized at next meeting.
Committee discussed if Gen Ed faculty should be in afternoon sessions or if it would be better for
Program faculty to do a wish list of Gen Eds. Facilitators of sessions need to be prepared to discuss what
are the barriers; what resources are needed to support Pathways.
Some divisions are meeting ahead of SLOA and discussing Pathways so they are prepared with flow
chart material.

